Political Entryism
Pakistan Interservice Intelligence Agency
Federal & Provincial Conservative Parties
Since partition, no political force within Pakistan has driven the nation’s domestic and international political agenda as has its army, and more specifically, one of its intelligence units, the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) agency. Comprised of the three branches of Pakistan’s military, the Army, Navy, and Air Force, the ISI, in its time has been linked to political assassinations, the smuggling of heroin and opium, and the smuggling of materials and components for nuclear weapons. From headquarters on Khayban-e-Suharwady Street in Islamabad, the ISI has worked to suppress political opposition to the military regimes that have dotted Pakistan’s political landscape since 1947.

It has also embraced radical Islamic extremism and worked with the United States in aiding the Afghan mujahideen in expelling the Soviets from Afghanistan. At the same time, it has been charged with using Islamic militants in a campaign of terror to wrench control of the provinces of Jammu and Kashmir from the Indians. Now, in light of the events of 11 September 2001, ISI’s exploits over the course of the last fifty years have entered into the Western Hemisphere’s mainstream press as the United States is compelled to work with the organization in pursuing its war on terror.
Senator Salma Attaullahjan
Senator Conservative Party of Canada

Canada’s Senator from Conservative Party, Salma Attaullahjan, has troubling and ongoing associations with Pakistan’s intelligence agency, ISI. This intelligence agency is responsible for ongoing terrorist attacks against India, NATO, and the Canadian Armed Forces. Here are just two News Stories. Canada’s former Ambassador to Afghanistan and former Conservative Immigration Minister Chris Alexander points to Pakistan as a state sponsor of terrorism. This is corporate by Intelligence Analyst Tom Quiggin.

Pakistan a state sponsor of terrorism, Chris Alexander says


Kabul bombing: Canadian embassy suffered ‘significant’ damage


“No militant group has yet claimed the attack, perhaps because of the high civilian death toll. But Afghan authorities have accused the Taliban-linked Haqqani network and Pakistan's intelligence service, the ISI, of being behind the attack.”

Despite these disturbing assertions Conservative Senator Salma Attaullahjan arranged for Pakistan’s Ex-Chief Justice Mian Saqib Nisar with Canadian *Khalistani leader, Sukhminder Singh Hansra, in Parliament Hill on March 19th, 2019.

Canada’s public safety report clearly states ‘Khalistan Movement’ a threat to Canadian Security, yet Senator Salma Attaullahjan invited Khalistani leader along with several Khalistanis in the parliament on Pakistan Day. Mr. Hansra (Khalistani leader) spoke in his speech to dismember India and Senator Salma AttaullahJan extended the platform for Mr. Hansra to speak and recorded and promoted his speech.

Does the conservative party endorse one of its members, a senator, actively engaging with Khalistani extremists and a foreign intelligence agency engaged in terrorist activity?
Mr. Hansra Speeches

https://www.facebook.com/parminder.pangli/videos/pcb.2527653340639099/2527598063977960/?type=3&theater

https://www.facebook.com/parminder.pangli/videos/pcb.2527653340639099/2527598907311209/?type=3&theater

Mr. Sukhminder Singh Hansra’s endorsing his friendship with Senator Salma Attahullajan.

Mr. Hansra the leader of the Khalistani independence movement was given the opportunity by Salma Attaullahjan to meet Pakistan’s Ex Chief Justice Mian Saqib Nisar who is suspected of direct influence of both the Pakistan Army and ISI.
Mian Nisar Ahmed is strongly sympathetic to Pakistan Army and raised over a Million Dollar in Canada for a damn in Pakistan. Funds were not raised in accordance to CRA Rules and Regulations. Mr. Ahmed collected over a quarter million dollar cash without any proof and it is alleged that Ex Chief Minister has appropriate the monies personally.

It is believed by many within the Pakistani community that Senator Salma Atahullahjan with the help of Ishaq Muhammad is actively trying to influence candidate acclamation for specific candidates through Jeff Trinh to get ISI linked Pakistani acclaimed Candidates. These candidates do not have a strong command of the English language and are close allies of people surveilling and threatening members of the Pakistani community within Canada. This is the very definition of political entryism by an islamist group and has the potential to destroy the conservative party and have significant effects on Canada’s national security. The most alarming aspect is that there seems to be knowledge of the nefarious connection of these acclaimed candidates as Mr. Trinh’s response to these and similar concerns was, “these ridings aren’t winnable anyway.”
Ishaq Muhammed
Andew Scheer GTA Contact Advisor

Ishaq Muhammed is Conservative Party of Canada leader Andrew Scheer’s driver whenever Mr Scheer attends events in the Toronto region. Mr. Muhammed has alleged ties to the Pakistani ISIS.

Omar Alghabra is a Liberal MP, a strong proponent of the Islamist cause. Between 2004 - 2005 Omar Alghabra lobbied for sharia law courts in Canada and has been denied entry into the United States due to security concerns.
A Friend in need is a Friend indeed.

Hon. Andrew Scheer went to Mosque and called Muslim Imams for condolences.

I thank you very much my leader Hon. Andrew Scheer for taking to visit the Mosque personally for condolences with Muslim brothers and sisters. I respect you more than ever and owe you life for showing love. Terrorism has no religion and we should deal with terrorism very strictly. I always found you as very understanding, a good listener, caring and giving same status to all Canadians equally and I appreciate that a lot.

It was an honour to be welcomed by members of my hometown Regina's Islamic Centre & Mosque today. All Muslims stand with our Muslim brothers & sisters in the wake of the horrific terrorist attack on innocent

Merci à l'honorable M. Suheil Sapa pour son accueil et de m'avoir permis d'offrir mes condoléances et exprimer ma solidarité envers la communauté musulmane suite aux horribles attaques dans deux mosquées à nouvel-Écosse.

Ishaq Muhammad is feeling grateful with Nadirah Nazeer and 22 others.

March 23 at 5:40 PM


Happy Pakistan Republic Day to all Pakistani fellows around the world.

The Hon. Andrew Scheer, Leader of Canada’s Conservatives, issues statement on Pakistan Republic Day

MARCH 23, 2019

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Ottawa, ON – The Leader of Canada’s Conservatives, the Honourable Andrew Scheer, issued the following statement to mark Pakistan Republic Day:

“Today, Canadians of Pakistani origin celebrate Pakistan Day, the occasion which marks the first steps taken towards the creation of Pakistan as an independent nation.

“As this celebration is marked in different communities at home and abroad, Canadians can reflect with gratitude on the freedom that makes Canada such a strong and diverse country.

“Canadians of Pakistani background have contributed greatly to building a pluralistic and prosperous Canada. They have played important roles in
Iftikhar Choudhry  
Candidate: Humber River-Black Creek

Ishaq Muhammad welcomes Iftikhar Choudhry as an acclaimed candidate. Jeff Trinh selected Mr. Chaudhry as the preferred candidate in humber-river black-creek. Iftikhar has a very basic comprehension of the English language and according to multiple sources within the Pakistani community, he has two cousins and an uncle all working for the Pakistan Interservice Intelligence Agency. Also according to sources within the Pakistani community Iftikhar Choudhry has appointed his undeclared second wife as a campaign manager. Like many islamist or Muslims extremists, he has two wives. This news is likely to break soon.
Irshad Chaudhry
Candidate: Scarborough Centre

Irshad Chaudry with Salma and other Liberals

Irshad Chaudry Candidate from Scarborough Centre, Irshad Chaudhry has always been a staunch Liberal supporter but upon Ishaq’s advise he sought the conservative nomination. He is close ally and friend of Islamist Liberal MP Salma Zahid who has strong ties to the muslim brotherhood. She advised him to become a Candidate for Conservative Party. She knows it’s easy for her to defeat a week candidate from Conservative Party. She didn’t want to face a strong candidate from other community. She told Irshad that the riding would stay in Pakistani control even she loses to Irshad. Irshad Chaudry has a very basic command of the English language.
Irshad and Arif with Salma Attaullahjan and Deputy Leader Lisa Raitt
Ishaq lobbied Jeff Trinh at CPC headquarters to ensure Zia Choudhry was acclaimed as the Toronto-Danforth candidate. Zia is linked with Danforth Meinda Mosque one of the most extremists mosques in Ontario. The Median Mosque is one of the 13 mosques that hosted Saudi Cleric and Islamist Imam ________ brought in by Islamic Relief Canada.


Islamic Relief Canada has admittedly sent millions of tax payer money to Islamic Relief World wide, I listed terrorist organization in several countries including the United Arab Emirates.

http://news.acdemocracy.org/islamic-relief-canadas-ties-and-cooperation-with-islamic-relief-worldwide/?fbclid=IwAR1dKa_MJKv4FrLgaijzLitb43CLK5NM4nCKK5cEVjpxoWsrZVKsRzzsmI

It is alleged this money is being funnelled to Hamas in the Gaza strip. Zia Choudry’s family serves in the Pakistan army and Interservice Intelligence Agency ISI.
Nadirah Nazeer  
Candidate: Toronto-Beaches  

Ishaq Muhammad brought Andrew Scheer to Arifa Muzaffar Radio Studio. She is a known ISI supporter within South Asian and Pakistani communities.

Ms. Nadirah Nazeer was acclaimed at the candidate in the Toronto Beaches riding. Although it is uncertain how closer her ties are to the Pakistani Interservice Intelligence agency, she is taking donations from local real estate agents with links to the Pakistani Interservice Intelligence agency (ISI). Many influencers in the south paisan and Pakistani community are aware of these links to ISI and therefore Ms. Nazeer should also be aware of these links. If not, she is not suited for the roll of political candidate.

Currently Jeff Trinh is being influenced by Mr. Ishaq Muhammad (politically short vision Islamist) selecting Candidates for Conservative Party in GTA,
Cyma
Candidate: Pickering Uxbridge

1. Ms. Musarat has run for the Ontario Progressive Conservative Party.

2. Ms. Musarat harshly attacked a moderate muslim activist at a women in politics event 2018 discussing islamization. When the activist asked about how to combat FGM Cyma and her and a group of friends with ties to NCCM and ISNA condemned the activist as being Islamophobic despite the activist in question being muslim herself.

3. Ms. Musarat has extremely concerning with Mr. Walied Soliman. Walied Soliman Chair of Norton Rose Fulbright is alleged ties to the muslim brotherhood along with his brothers Yousuf and Hany through their father. Mr. Walied Soliman has allegedly recorded admitting to being affiliated with the Muslim Brotherhood during an investigation in Hamilton. Mr. Walied Soliman allegedly asked the judge in this case to seal the transcript sighting a procedural loophole. Hany Soliman is on the board of directors of Islamic Relief Canada.
an affiliated group of Islamic Relief World Wide listed as a sponsor of terrorism by middle eastern governments.

4. Ms. Cyma Musarat’s relationship with Walied Solimon is deeply concerning. Ms. Cyma Musarat, according to Mr. Walied Solimon, have a very strong friendship and rented a guest house on Ms. Musarat’s property for an extended prior while Mr. Solimon’s new mansion was undergoing extensive renovations.
Recommendations for Immediate Action

1. Candidates with links to foreign intelligence agencies including the Interservice Intelligence Agency (ISI) must be disqualified immediately due to national security concerns.

2. Senator Salma Attaullahjan must be dismissed from the Conservative Party of Canada caucus for alliances with ISI and the Free Khalistani extremist movement.

3. Jeff Trinh and several staffers at conservative HQ must be removed from any and all duties within the Conservative Party of Canada.

4. Ishaq Muhammed must be permanently cut off from any access to Andrew Scheer, his office, staff or any formal or informal communication with the conservative party.

5. If the above recommendation are not acted upon in a timely manner, Andrew Scheer and his senior staffers must be removed from office and a leadership race should be conducted as soon as possible addressing political entryism as a major concern facing the party.